Online knowledge collaborations, where distributed members without hierarchies self-organize themselves to create valuable contents, are prevalent in many open production systems such as Wikipedia, GitHub and social networks. While many existing studies from network science have been brought to analyze the general interactive behavior patterns embedded in these systems, how the collaborations influence the achievement outcomes has not been thoroughly investigated. In this paper, we mine the collaboration patterns from a micro perspective to deeply understand the relationships between the collaboration among participants and the qualities of the Wikipedia articles. In particular, the subgraphs contained in the collaboration networks derived from the Wikipedia revision histories are taken as the fundamental units to analyze the collaboration diversities from the subgraph properties such as size and topology. In contrast to the predefined static motifs adopted by the previous works, the collaboration subgraphs are directly found from Wikipedia dataset by a frequent subgraph mining algorithm GRAMI, which is able to capture the real dynamic collaboration patterns. Moreover, the relationships between the co-authors in the subgraphs are also discriminated to further explore the collaboration patterns. The experiments exhibit the statistical properties of the collaboration subgraphs and the efficiency of them as the metrics for the article quality assessments. We conclude that a small group of editors with relative frequent fixed collaboration patterns contribute more to the excellent article quality than the professional extents of arbitrary individuals in the collaboration group. This discovery confirms the common insight about collaboration that many heads are always better than one and concretely suggests a potential explanation for the increasing prevalence and success of the online knowledge collaborations.
Online knowledge collaborations, where distributed members without hierarchies self-organize themselves to create valuable contents, are prevalent in many open production systems such as Wikipedia, GitHub and social networks. While many existing studies from network science have been brought to analyze the general interactive behavior patterns embedded in these systems, how the collaborations influence the achievement outcomes has not been thoroughly investigated. In this paper, we mine the collaboration patterns from a micro perspective to deeply understand the relationships between the collaboration among participants and the qualities of the Wikipedia articles. In particular, the subgraphs contained in the collaboration networks derived from the
Introduction
With the widely spreading of the Internet, on-line collaboration has increasingly become a prevailing strategy by which information, contents and knowledge are created by a group of flat-organized people. The collaboration is inherently a self-organizing activity where arbitrary participant is allowed to contribute her or his specific efforts and interact with any others along the evolution process of the collaboration [3, 31] . One of the primary interesting questions arising from the web collaboration is the correlations between the variance of collaboration patterns and the expected targets of the collaboration activity. For instance, whether an expert is necessary for a successful collaboration or how the value of the aggregated knowledge produced by a crowd of heterogeneous volunteers is influenced by the collaboration interactions among them?
To investigate the above problems, some research efforts have been carried out [4, 19, 23, 34] . Like many of them, we also take Wikipedia as the targeting open on-line collaboration system to study these problems [8, 32] . In Wikipedia, editors who may be not familiar with each other can collaboratively edit article arbitrarily. An article could be edited by thousands of editors, with its edition duration spanning even ten years. Hence Wikipedia is deemed to be a suitable subjective for researching on-line collaboration. Furthermore, the editors' engagement and collaboration vary dramatically owing to their purpose, context and prior knowledge or other relevant attributes [7, 28, 32] . Taking the quality of user generated article in Wikipedia as the metric to evaluate the collaboration effects, researchers have found that the articles in Wikipedia are rather diverse in terms of the quality and reliability [5, 7, 18, 21, 23, 30] . Moreover, the collaboration pattern in Wikipedia has been regarded as one of dominators leading to Wikipedia's diverse achievements and there has been some research work addressing Wikipedia collaboration patterns recently [23, 32] . Wu et al. [34] constructed edit network to represent collaboration activities of editing a Wikipedia article and then retrieved motifs from the edit network. Based on network motif counts and ratio, qualities of articles in Wikipedia could be inferred. Robertie et al. [23] utilized co-edit graph which could model collaboration among editors to measure Wikipedia article quality. Because motifs have the inherent flaw that they are predefined and co-edit graphs are unable to reflect the effect that collaboration patterns exert on a specific article, there still exists potential room to further explore collaboration patterns.
Actually, constructing collaboration networks and then mining collaborative patterns from them is also a view on researching the collaboration and this view can also make up for the flaws of motifs and the co-edit graph. The collaboration patterns are dynamically discovered from collaboration networks and these collaboration networks are representative for the reason that they frequently appear in collaboration networks. Furthermore, every article in Wikipedia has a corresponding collaboration network. Hence the influence of collaboration on any article can be easily researched through corresponding collaboration network. In this paper, each collaboration subgraph mined from collaboration networks is representative of a collaboration pattern that constantly appears in the evolution process that contents are collaboratively created. And these collaboration patterns are likely to determine the qualities of contents. However, researches on this aspect are not enough so far. Therefore, motivated by current insufficient researches on it, we conducted a series of experiments on Wikipedia to attempt to research collaboration and unveil the influence of collaboration on the qualities of collaborative outcome.
Hence, the skeleton of our methodology is as follows.
For an article in Wikipedia has a sequence of revision histories [30] , we can construct a collaboration network for the article from these revision histories. The collaboration network can capture structure and temporal dynamics which will emerge once one editor modifies an article which has been edited by a previous editor. In other words, the collaboration network can record various interactions among editors who have edited the same article. Because the collaboration network can capture substantial complex interactions and dependencies among editors, it can model that an article was collaboratively revised by many authors. Utilizing the collaboration network, a structural approach, we can characterize collaboration patterns among editors in an effective way and insight to the global collaboration among all editors at a macro level. Furthermore, collaboration subgraphs mined from collaboration networks can reflect the feature of collaboration networks at a micro level and are representative of various collaboration patterns that appear frequently.
In short, the main process of our work can be sketched as follows. As can be seen in Figure 1 , in the first step, articles are crawled from Wikipedia and a sequence The approach overview of our method.
In short, the main process of our work can be sketched as follows. As can be seen in Figure 1 , in the first step, articles are crawled from Wikipedia and a sequence of corresponding revision histories are also crawled at the same time. In the second step, we utilize a sequence of revision histories of an article to construct a collaboration network. In the final step, we apply frequent subgraph mining algorithm to discover collaboration subgraphs which appear frequently from these collaboration networks. Through analyzing collaboration subgraphs, we discovered some interesting experimental phenomena. The collaboration patterns of which the topologies are stars usually produce high quality articles. The influence of a successful collaboration pattern on article quality is more 
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The graph plored to properties Wikipedia ings of th view po among th proposed vertex rep of corresponding revision histories are also crawled at the same time. In the second step, we utilize a sequence of revision histories of an article to construct a collaboration network. In the final step, we apply frequent subgraph mining algorithm to discover collaboration subgraphs which appear frequently from these collaboration networks. Through analyzing collaboration subgraphs, we discovered some interesting experimental phenomena. The collaboration patterns of which the topologies are stars usually produce high quality articles. The influence of a successful collaboration pattern on article quality is more remarkable than that of anyone in a collaboration pattern. Furthermore, some editors constantly cooperate with each other in a fixed collaboration pattern to produce high quality articles. Finally, we also performed some classification tasks to testify the influence of collaboration patterns on the qualities of collaborative outcome. We found that the results of the classification task were good.
Hence, the view that we construct collaboration networks and mine collaboration subgraphs from them is worthwhile. The view has been verified on Wikipedia by our work and it also has some reference value to other on-line collaboration systems.
In a word, we mainly apply the knowledge of graph theory [26] and the approach of frequent subgraphs mining to research self-organization collaboration patterns among editors. Our contributions are as follows.
The remainder of this article unfolds as follows. In the next section, we will introduce some researches related with our work. In Sect.3, we will explain how the collaboration network is constructed in detail. In Sect.4, we will introduce several algorithms we utilize in experiments and some related basic concepts. In Sect.5, we will exhibit experimental results and corresponding analysis. In the final section, we will discuss the influence of collaboration on the outcome of collaboration patterns and conclude our work with a summary.
Related Work
The graph based approach has been long explored to represent the basic structures and properties of the collaboration behaviours in Wikipedia, which facilitates the understandings of the collaborative activities from the view point of interdependent relations among the participants. Korfiatis et al. [16] proposed a contributors network, where a vertex represents an editor and an edge represents the sequence of their interactions, to evaluate the contribution importance of the collaborative editors working on the same articles. While the definition of the vertex keeps the same with ours, the edge of our collaboration graph represents the collaborative event between the editors rather than the sequences. Similar to the contributors-network mentioned above, Laniado and Tasso [17] constructed a co-authorship network where nodes represent editors and edges represent co-authorship between editors. While inexperienced editors whose contributions are too few will not appear in the co-author network, our work takes all editors into consideration. We construct a network for every article from revision histories of the articles. Our network, therefore, can reflect editors' interactions on every specific article.
Except the form of network mentioned above, trajectory network is also widely used to research collaboration [15] . Iba et al. [12] constructed trajectory network for an article in Wikipedia, which can describe the development of the article. They focused on finding different editor roles, namely egoboosters and coolfarmers, according to editing pattern presented in the network. In contrast, our work pays closer attention to various collaboration patterns among several editors rather than some featured editor. Furthermore, the editor-editor network proposed by Flöck and Acosta [11] is also a trajectory network, which is constructed dynamically over time. Through mining interactions from editor-editor network, interactions among editors can be visualized as time has passed. Their work gives us a transparent and intuitive understanding of the dynamic collaboration among editors. While their work only takes the disagreement interactions among the editors into consideration, our work mainly focuses on how the editors cooperating with each other can produce a good outcome.
Being different from all networks above, the networks of which nodes represent editors or articles and edges represent editing relations are also utilized by many researchers to research collaboration. For example, Li et al. [19] exploited article editor networks to assess qualities of articles in Wikipedia. They proposed three models that could be used to calculate the value of nodes in article-editor networks. Because they incorporated manual evaluation results into the third model, their experimental results may be susceptible to the number of featured articles in their datasets.
Furthermore, based on various networks, applying the analysis of motifs to study the properties of networks is a good way to research collaboration [14] . Wu and Cunningham [33] integrated three network views to predict the qualities of articles, among which are the temporal network that considers article revision histories as sequence of editor's interactions, ego network which is a static bipartite network with edges representing edits performed by editors to articles and trajectory network which is representative of revisions of an article through a sequence of editors. Then they conducted a binary classification task, based on motifs discovered in the three networks, to assess the effectiveness of their method. The three different network views capture three different aspects of interactions among authors. The performance predicting the qualities of articles, therefore, is expectedly improved by the integration of them. There is also a fly in the ointment because motifs are predefined and consequently not as flexible as frequent subgraphs. Furthermore, it remains to be seen how accurate the [20] represented an article as an n-dimensional vector of which each dimension is representative of a kind of trigram which is originally applied for writing style analysis. Then they utilized the n-dimensional vector, based on Support Vector Machine and Naive Bayes, to determine whether an article is a featured article or not. As can be seen, they all researched article quality from the perspective of article content. Indeed, the content of an article is directly related to the quality of it. Nevertheless, collaboration is also an important factor that cannot be ignored. If collaboration among editors can be also taken into consideration, their experimental results may be better.
Collaboration Network
In this section, we will elaborate how to construct a collaboration network from revision histories of an article. Jurgens and Lu [13] proposed a network perspective that articles can be viewed as a sequence of revisions ordered by the edits times. A sequence of revisions is fundamental elements for constructing our collaboration network. In our datasets, every revision history has been attached some edit information including not only title, revision id, parent revision id and minor but also editor name, editor id, timestamps and size. The information can be seen in the instance presented in Figure 2 . Among this edit information, minor is a strange concept. In brief, a minor edit signifies that there are only superficial differences, such as typographical corrections, between the current versions and the previous versions. Conversely, a major edit should be reviewed for its acceptability to all concerned editors. Any changes affecting the meaning of an article are not a minor edit. For the sake of simplicity, we denote minor edit as 1 and major edit as 0.
Utilizing revision histories of an article mentioned above, we can construct a collaboration network for the article. For an article, firstly we establish a node representing the editor who created the first reversion of the article, and label the node with a unique number. Secondly, we establish the next node representing the editor who has edited the article and then produced the second reversion, and we also label this node with another unique number. Thirdly, we establish a directed edge pointing from the first node to the second one with the edge being labelled with 0 or 1 according to the edit type of this edit performed by the second editor. For the revision histories remaining, continue in this way. Then a collaboration network can be constructed completely. It is noteworthy ration network is constructed from the information in Figure 2 .
As is shown in Figure 3 , Hawkeye created a new article. This is the first revision of the article. Then Anthony edited this article. The second revision consequently comes into being. For these two revisions, we establish two nodes for them which are just the node H and node A in Figure 3 . Owing to the edit performed by Anthony is a major edit, the directed edge pointing from node H to node A is labelled with 0. In the next time, Frietjes edits the revision of Anthony and then the directed edge pointing from node A to node F is labelled with 1 for the edit performed by Frietjes to the revision of Anthony is a minor edit. Following Frietjes's editing to the revision of Anthony, Yobot edited the revision of Frietjes. The label of the edge is 1 for the same reason. Then Anthony returned to edit the revision of Yobot with the edge being labelled with 0. The process for Dexbot and Jarble is similar to previous editors and we will not give unnecessary details here. Edit information of seven revision histories of an article. that when constructing a collaboration network for an article, self-loop edges are neglected to avoid the case that an article was continuously edited multiple times by the same editors. Figure 3 demonstrates the process of how the collaboration network is constructed from the information in Figure 2 .
As is shown in Figure 3 , Hawkeye created a new article. This is the first revision of the article. Then Anthony edited this article. The second revision consequently comes into being. For these two revisions, we establish two nodes for them which are just the node H and node A in Figure 3 . Owing to the edit performed by Anthony is a major edit, the directed edge pointing from node H to node A is labelled with 0. In the next time, Frietjes edits the revision of Anthony and then the directed edge pointing from node A to node F is labelled with 1 for the edit performed by Frietjes to the revision of Anthony is a minor edit. Following Frietjes's editing to the revision of Anthony, Yobot edited the revision of Frietjes. The label of the edge is 1 for the same reason. Then Anthony returned to edit the revision of Yobot with the edge being labelled with 0. The process for Dexbot and Jarble is similar to previous editors and we will not give unnecessary details here.
It is noteworthy that the collaboration network does not contain complete time information. Although a sequence of revision histories is ordered chronologically, our work mainly focuses on whether an editor interacts with another editor or not. We do not care the specific chronological sequence. In other words, it is unnecessary to know exactly which editor edited the article before which one.
For every article in our datasets, a collaboration network can be constructed according to the process A simple example which demonstrates the process of constructing a collaboration network from several revision histories of an article. Each node label is the initial of corresponding editor' name.
It is noteworthy that the collaboration network does not contain complete time informentioned above. Finally, we select a collaboration network from 3916 collaboration networks as an example, which is presented in Figure 4 . tories is ordered chronologically, our work mainly focuses on whether an editor interacts with another editor or not. We do not care the specific chronological sequence. In other words, it is unnecessary to know exactly which editor edited the article before which one.
For every article in our datasets, a collaboration network can be constructed according to the process mentioned above. Finally, we select a collaboration network from 3916 collaboration networks as an example, which is presented in Figure 4 . A complete collaboration network of a "FA" article (Each label of a node is the id of the corresponding editor).
Algorithms
In this section, we will introduce two algorithms we utilize to accomplish our work smoothly and some basic concepts about frequent subgraphs mining. Assume that we have n articles denoted as 1 2 , , , n a a a  . for 1 i n   , let 1 2 , , ,
e e e  be the editors of corresponding revision histories.
For each article, due to a sequence of revision histories are arranged chronologically in our datasets, the algorithm constructCollaborationNetwork naively iterates over a sequence of revision histories in order to establish nodes different from each other and edges pointing from one node constructed from the previous revision history to a node constructed from the current one. Through 
In this section, we will introduce two algorithms we utilize to accomplish our work smoothly and some basic concepts about frequent subgraphs mining. Assume that we have n articles denoted as 1 2 , , , n a a a  .
For each article, due to a sequence of revision histories are arranged chronologically in our datasets, the algorithm constructCollaborationNetwork naively iterates over a sequence of revision histories in order to establish nodes different from each other and edges pointing from one node constructed from the previous revision history to a node constructed from the current one. Through the iteration process above, collaboration networks for every article can be constructed completely. It is noteworthy that in this algorithm there probably exist multiple edges appearing between two different nodes. Multiple edges are also important, which may represent disputes between two authors or closed collaboration.
Finally, we will give a brief introduction to some basic concepts about frequent subgraphs mining and the algorithm GRAMI by taking the specific problems in our work for example. Finally, we will give a brief introduction to some basic concepts about frequent subgraphs mining and the algorithm GRAMI by taking the specific problems in our work for example. A simple example of frequent subgraph mining.
In short, frequent subgraph mining is the process of discovering in graph database or in a single large graph all subgraphs whose frequencies of occurrences are no less than a specific threshold previously set by users. The frequency of occurrences is called support and denoted as supp. As is shown in Figure 5 , there are three collaboration networks constructed from revision histories of three articles. Six frequent subgraphs can be mined when the threshold equals 3.
Currently, frequent subgraph mining technologies are rather mature and there are many algorithms for frequent subgraph mining such as CloseGraph, FSG, gSpan, GRAMI [10, 22] . Different frequent subgraph mining algorithms are applicable for different types of graphs and also different in performance. Taking above factors into consideration synthetically, we finally selected the last one. Furthermore, the algorithm GRAMI also possesses some merits mentioned below.
The algorithm GRAMI only finds the minimum set of instances of a candidate subgraph. That is to say, the algorithm will terminate the progress of discovering instances of a candidate subgraph as soon as the number of instances of the candidate subgraph is no less than the support threshold. Hence, this feature of the algorithm can improve the performance of the algorithm. To handle single large graphs, the algorithm adopts two optimizations which improve the performance of the algorithm significantly. The first optimization is to evaluate expensive nodes after evaluating lightweight ones. The second optimization is to prune the search space by utilizing the previous subgraph evaluations and the features of graph structure.
How to judge whether a subgraph is frequent is a basic problem for all frequent subgraph mining algorithms. The algorithm GRAMI adopts the support metric MNI which is an antimonotone support metric [6] . For example, in Figure 6 there are five valid solu-tions Algorithms this section, we will introduce two algorithms utilize to accomplish our work smoothly and e basic concepts about frequent subgraphs ing. Assume that we have n articles denoted as
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Experiment

Datasets
According to Wikipedia article quality scale, articles in Wikipedia can be classified to seven classes as follows:
FA: these articles are the best and they are outstanding, thorough and professional.
A: these articles are pretty complete but to be promoted "FA", some problems still need solving.
GA: these articles have no obvious problems and almost every user thinks that these articles are useful.
B: these articles, in terms of content, are complete and have no major problems.
C: these articles are substantial while they miss the content of importance yet or contain much irrelevant material.
Start: these articles are incomplete and need to be perfected further. the search space by utilizing the previous subgraph evaluations and the features of graph structure. A single graph G and its subgraph S.
complete and have no major problems.
Start: these articles are incomplete and need to be perfected further.
Stub: these articles just describe some basic content of a topic.
Hence the ranking of these seven classes of articles, in terms of quality, is as follows: the search space by utilizing the previous subgraph evaluations and the features of graph structure. A single graph G and its subgraph S.
Hence the ranking of these seven classes of articles, in terms of quality, is as follows:
Hence the ranking of these seven classes of articles, in terms of quality, is as follows: Table 2 The sizes of six types of collaboration networks The datasets we select for our experiments consist of 3916 articles which were collected on February 20, 2016. These articles have totally 2364520 revision histories. Table 1 shows the article distribution in our datasets. By the way, the reason why "A" class articles are not included in our datasets is that these articles are too few in Wikipedia and we grouped "A" class articles with "GA" class articles. From Table 1 , we can catch sight of that the quantity of high quality articles, generally speaking, is less than the quantity of less excellent articles. In fact, it is similar to the articles distribution in Wikipedia as well. Anyone can get Wikipedia articles by aid of MediaWiki API help and API sandbox.
For the sake of simplicity, we divided the original datasets into six parts according to Table 1 and then constructed collaboration networks respectively. Finally, we mined collaboration subgraphs from these six types of collaboration networks separately. The sizes of these six types of collaboration networks are displayed in Table 2 . It is noteworthy that thresholds set to mine collaboration subgraphs from six types of collaboration networks are in proportion to the number of corresponding class articles in our datasets. Therefore, according to 
For example, if the threshold of "FA" collaboration networks is 4, then the thresholds for the other five types of collaboration networks are 6, 8, 10, 15 and 9, respectively. For the sake of simplicity, without specific explanations, we only give the threshold of "FA" collaboration networks later and the thresholds for the other five types of collaboration networks can be easily got by this equation.
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The datasets we select for our experiments consist of 3916 articles which were collected on February 20, 2016. These articles have totally 2364520 revision histories. Table 1 shows the article distribution in our datasets. By the way, the reason why "A" class articles are not included in our datasets is that these articles are too few in Wikipedia and we grouped "A" class articles with "GA" class articles. From Table 1 , we can catch sight of that the quantity of high quality articles, generally speaking, is less than the quantity of less excellent articles. In fact, it is similar to the articles distribution in Wikipedia as well. Anyone can get Wikipedia articles by aid of MediaWiki API help and API sandbox. For the sake of simplicity, we divided the original datasets into six parts according to Table 1 and then constructed collaboration networks respectively. Finally, we mined collaboration subgraphs from these six types of collaboration networks separately. The sizes of these six types of collaboration networks are displayed in Table 2 . It is noteworthy that thresholds set to mine collaboration subgraphs from six types of collaboration networks are in proportion to the number of corresponding class articles in our datasets. Therefore, according to Table 1 , the thresholds denoted as th for six types of collaboration networks satisfy the equation below: Table 2 The sizes of six types of collaboration networks The datasets we select for our experiments consist of 3916 articles which were collected on February 20, 2016. These articles have totally 2364520 revision histories. Table 1 shows the article distribution in our datasets. By the way, the reason why "A" class articles are not included in our datasets is that these articles are too few in Wikipedia and we grouped "A" class articles with "GA" class articles. From Table 1 , we can catch sight of that the quantity of high quality articles, generally speaking, is less than the quantity of less excellent articles. In fact, it is similar to the articles distribution in Wikipedia as well. Anyone can get Wikipedia articles by aid of MediaWiki API help and API sandbox.
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Experimental Results and Analysis
Analysing Collaboration Patterns among Editors
As can be observed from Figure 7 , collaboration subgraphs of "FA" collaboration networks, in terms of size, are more diverse than those of the other five types of collaboration networks. Furthermore, the sizes 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 are common. To be more specific, the collaboration patterns that 2 to 6 people coauthor articles in Wikipedia are very common. Moreover, compared to the other five classes of articles, frequent collaboration patterns in "FA" articles are more diverse and the scale of these frequent collaboration patterns is larger.
Figure 7
The distribution of collaboration subgraphs size. The threshold is 4. The quantity of nodes in a collaboration subgraph is the size of it here
Figure 8
The distribution of collaboration subgraphs size at the thresholds 4, 5 and 6, respectively. 
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Analysing Collaboration Patterns among Editors
Figure 7
The distribution of collaboration subgraphs size. The threshold is 4. The quantity of nodes in a collaboration subgraph is the size of it here.
Figure 8
The distribution of collaboration subgraphs size at the thresholds 4, 5 and 6, respectively. The quantity of nodes in a collaboration subgraph is the size of it here. Figure 8 depicts the quantities of collaboration subgraphs of different sizes under three different thresholds, which only belong to "FA" collaboration networks. Owing to the quantities of different sizes, collaboration subgraphs belonging to the other five types of collaboration networks are too small, as can be seen from Figure 7 , we did not present them in this figure. As can be seen from Figure 8 , as the threshold goes higher, the quantity of collaboration subgraphs of the same size goes down. In other words, when the scales of collaboration patterns are the same, types of frequent collaboration patterns are less than those of less frequent collaboration patterns. Figure 9 shows that the topological structures of collaboration subgraphs belonging to "FA" collaboration networks are often star topologies and the topological structures of collaboration subgraphs that belong to the other five types of collaboration networks are fre-
Figure 9
The typical topological structures of collaboration subgraphs corresponding to different types of collaboration networks. Figure 9 .a belongs to "FA" collaboration networks. Figure 9 .b belongs to the collaboration networks of "GA" and "B". Figure 8 depicts the quantities of collaboration subgraphs of different sizes under three different thresholds, which only belong to "FA" collaboration networks. Owing to the quantities of different sizes, collaboration subgraphs belonging to the other five types of collaboration networks are too small, as can be seen from Figure 7 , we did not present them in this figure. As can be seen from Figure 8 , as the threshold goes higher, the quantity of collaboration subgraphs of the same size goes down. In other words, when the scales of collaboration patterns are the same, types of frequent collaboration patterns are less than those of less frequent collaboration patterns.
The typical topological structures of collaboration subgraphs corresponding to different types of collaboration networks. Figure 9 .a belongs to "FA" collaboration networks. Figure 9 .b belongs to the collaboration networks of "GA" and "B". Figure  9 .c belongs to the other three types of collaboration networks. Figure 9 shows that the topological structures of collaboration subgraphs belonging to "FA" collaboration networks are often star topologies and the topological structures of collaboration suborati const fact, relati mem ist so porta lead team to de Figure 9 .a stands for a collaboration pattern that several editors coauthor on an article and one of them plays leading role in the process of collaboratively producing the article. Figure 9 .b and Figure 9 .c are representative of two collaboration patterns, respectively. The collaboration pattern consisting of three editors also has one editor who plays leading role. The collaboration pattern which is composed of two editors is the simplest case and the importance of these two editors is equal in essence. Figure 9 indicates that the collaboration patterns that Figure 9 .a stands for constantly produce articles of high quality. In fact, a successful collaboration team often has relatively more complex relationship among members of the team and there constantly exist some people in the team shouldering important responsibility. The person should lead the team and coordinate members of the team in order to lead the outcome of the team to develop towards a good direction. Table 3 shows that how many edits editor "Ealdgyth" has performed respectively to six classes of articles in our datasets. The editor often edited articles of "FA" class, but the editor edited articles of other classes not so often. From the results of collaboration subgraphs mined from collaboration networks, we discovered that the node that editor "Ealdgyth" stands for appears in the center of many collaboration subgraphs of "FA" collaboration networks and also appears in the collaboration subgraphs of "Stub" collaboration networks. To be more specific, the editor plays an important role in the collaboration patterns that constantly appear in "FA" articles. However, the role of the editor in collaboration patterns that frequently appear in "Stub" articles is not so important. These collaboration patterns that respectively appear in these two classes of articles are actually different. Although the editors who play an important role in the evolution of these two classes of articles are same, the qualities of them differ greatly. Table 4 shows that how many edits editor "Addbot" has performed, respectively, to six classes of articles in our datasets. The editor constantly edited articles of "Start" class and performed many edits to other classes of articles as well. According to results of collaboration subgraph mined from collaboration networks, we found that the node the editor is representative of is a node in most frequent subgraphs of "Start" collaboration networks. The editor who constantly appears in bad collaboration patterns, however, has also collaborated with other editors to produce many "FA" articles and "GA" articles.
Therefore, Tables 3 and 4 indicate that collaboration patterns among editors can exert more remarkable influence on article quality than that of the ability of any editor in these collaboration patterns. Without a successful collaboration pattern among editors, they may also produce articles of bad quality though some of them may be rather capable. While many editors who may not be very capable, they can also produce articles of high quality with a successful collaboration among them.
Furthermore, we also found that there exist some collaboration subgraphs that only appear in "FA" or "GA" collaboration networks. Some collaboration subgraphs can be only discovered in "Start" or "Stub" collaboration networks. The former is larger in size than the latter and the quantity of the latter is much less than that of the former as well. This experimental phenomenon infers that there are some editors constantly cooperating with each other in a fixed collaboration pattern to produce articles of high quality.
In general, as can be noted from Figure Only the case that curves in Figure 10 .b are sparser than curves in Figure 10 .c is an exception. Denser curves in Figure 10 mean closer collaboration among editors. Consequently, Figure 10 implies that closer collaboration among editors will produce more excellent articles more often than not.
In conclusion, without appropriate collaboration among members of a team, the sum of one plus one may be less than one. One plus one may be greater than 
Analysing the Influences of Collaboration Patterns on Collaborative Outcome
As is shown in Figure 11 .a, the lower the quality of articles is, the less the quantity of collaboration subgraphs is. Only the case that quantity of collaboration subgraphs of "Start" collaboration networks is less than that of collaboration subgraphs of "Stub" collaboration networks is an exception.
To reveal the correlation between quality of articles and the quantity of collaboration subgraphs further, we respectively sampled 500, 1000 and 1500 articles at random from our datasets according to the article class distribution in Table 1 . Then we gave each article a ranking according to the quantity of collaboration subgraphs belonging to it. Articles will be given the same ranking if quantities of collaboration subgraphs belonging to them are equal. Finally, we calculated average ranking of six classes of articles, respectively. As can be observed in Figure 11 .b, the higher the quality of articles is, the higher the average ranking of them is. Figure 11 .c indicates that the average sizes of frequent subgraphs mined from "FA" collaboration networks is the biggest and from the other five types of collaboration networks remaining is almost the same.
We can intuitively imagine that if two graphs have the same number of nodes but the number of edges in one graph is more than that in another, then the former will be deemed more complex than the latter. We can also imagine that if the number of edges in a graph divided by the number of nodes in it equals that of another, the graph which has more nodes will be deemed more complex. Hence the complexity of a graph is simply defined by us as follows: Table 5 Result of frequent itemset "FA" articles in our data sponding transactions. Eac of all editors of correspon case to "GA", "B", "C", "
The threshold for frequent Figure 11.a shows the quantities of collaboration subgraphs respectively mined from six types of collaboration networks under three different thresholds. Figure 11 .b is average rankings of six classes of articles. Figure 11 .c is average size of collaboration subgraphs respectively mined from six types of collaboration networks under three different thresholds and the number of nodes in a collaboration subgraph is the size of it. Figure 11 .d is average complexity of collaboration subgraphs respectively mined from six types of collaboration networks under three different thresholds. Corresponding standard deviations have been attached in appendices
We can intuitively imagine that if two graphs have the same number of nodes but the number of edges in one graph is more than that in another, then the former will be deemed more complex than the latter. We can also imagine that if the number of edges in a graph divided by the number of nodes in it equals that of another, the graph which has more nodes will be deemed more complex. Hence the complexity of a graph is simply defined by us as follows: According to this definition, we calculated average complexity of collaboration subgraphs mined from six types of collaboration networks, respectively. Th dicates that the average co oration subgraphs mined ration networks is the m from the five types of coll remaining is almost the sa
The experimental results p 11.c and Figure 11 .d indic average size of frequent metric average complexit graphs can distinguish " from other classes of arti the two metrics cannot wo tinguishing among the ot articles. Figure 12 .a can als perimental phenomenon.
Furthermore the results of mining above, we also ut FPGrowth to mine frequ our datasets [24, 25, 27] . complementary to the exp subgraph mining. As is sh the same column in the ta frequent itemsets goes lo "Stub" except "GA". Henc ing, the experimental re there are strong and posit tween the quantity of fre the qualities of articles. Figure 11 .a shows the quantities of collaboration subgraphs respectively mined from six types of collaboration networks under three different thresholds. Figure 11 .b is average rankings of six classes of articles. Figure 11 .c is average size of collaboration subgraphs respectively mined from six types of collaboration networks under three different thresholds and the number of nodes in a collaboration subgraph is the size of it. Figure 11 .d is average complexity of collaboration subgraphs respectively mined from six types of collaboration networks under three different thresholds. Figure 10a stands for the frequent collaborations in "FA" class articles among top 50 editors who edit most "FA" articles. If the number of "FA" articles that two editors have coauthored surpasses the threshold 25, there will be a curve connecting one node with another node. Each node stands for an editor. The bigger the size of a node is, the more "FA" articles the editor, the node is representative of, has edited. It is the same case to the five figures remaining.
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Analysing the Influences of Collaboration Patterns on Collaborative Outcome
To reveal the correlation between quality of articles and the quantity of collaboration subgraphs further, we respectively sampled 500, 1000 and 1500 articles at random from our datasets according to the article class distribution in Table 1 . Then we gave each article a ranking according to the quantity of collaboration subgraphs belonging to it. Articles will be given the same ranking if quantities of collaboration subgraphs belonging to them are equal. Finally, we calculated average ranking of six classes of articles, respectively. As can be observed in Figure 11 .b, the higher the quality of articles is, the higher the average ranking of them is. Figure 11 .c indicates that the average sizes of frequent subgraphs mined from "FA" collab- where N edge is the number of edges and N node is the number of nodes. According to this definition, we calculated average complexity of collaboration subgraphs mined from six types of collaboration networks, respectively. Then Figure 11 .d indicates that the average complexity of collaboration subgraphs mined from "FA" collaboration networks is the most complex and from the five types of collaboration networks remaining is almost the same.
The experimental results presented in Figure 11 .c and Figure 11 .d indicate that the metric average size of frequent subgraphs and the metric average complexity of frequent subgraphs can distinguish "FA" class articles from other classes of articles very well but the two metrics cannot work very well in distinguishing among the other five classes of articles. Figure 12 .a can also illustrate this experimental phenomenon.
Furthermore the results of frequent subgraph mining above, we also utilize the algorithm FPGrowth to mine frequent itemsets from our datasets [24, 25, 27] . This experiment is complementary to the experiment of frequent subgraph mining. As is shown in Table 5 , for the same column in the table, the quantity of frequent itemsets goes lower from "FA" to "Stub" except "GA". Hence, generally speaking, the experimental results indicate that there are strong and positive correlations between the quantity of frequent itemsets and the qualities of articles. The results of frequent itemset mining are consistent with the results of frequent subgraph mining.
Testifying the Influence of Collaboration Networks on Collaborative Outcome
To further testify the correlations between collaboration and the qualities of collaborative outcome, we performed a six-classification task. We sampled 1506 articles from our datasets, in which the quantities of "FA", "GA", "B", "C", "Start" and "Stub" articles are all 251. We selected 100 articles from the 1506 articles at random as test set data, in which the numbers of "FA" and "GA" articles are both 16 and the numbers of the remaining four classes of articles are all 17. The 1406 articles remaining were selected as training set data. We then mined collaboration subgraphs from collaboration networks constructed from these 1506 articles at the threshold of 6. Here, 1506 collaboration networks are constructed from the 1506 articles and collaboration subgraphs are mined from the 1506 collaboration networks together at the threshold of 6. In the next step, we extracted features from those collaboration subgraphs and each collaboration network. In Figure 12 .a, the first three features are mentioned above. Furthermore, P, C and L are three statistical properties of complex networks, which are defined in [29] . In this paper, P, C and L are the properties of frequent subgraphs which can also be regarded as complex networks. It is noteworthy that C is defined in [29] as follows:
quent itemset mining are consistent with the results of frequent subgraph mining.
where i k is the degree of a node in a network and n is the number of nodes in the network. However, if i k = 1, then C is infinite. In our collaboration subgraphs the degree of a node may equal 1. To avoid this case, we revised it into the following:
The nodes size and edges size in Figure 12 .a are the quantities of nodes and edges in a collaboration network, respectively. where k i is the degree of a node in a network and n is the number of nodes in the network. However, if k i = 1, then C is infinite. In our collaboration subgraphs the degree of a node may equal 1. To avoid this case, we revised it into the following:
The nodes size and edges size in Figure 12 .a are the quantities of nodes and edges in a collaboration network, respectively. The nodes size and edges size in Figure 12 .a are the quantities of nodes and edges in a collaboration network, respectively. The feature of lifetime is the time of existence of an article. The feature of average interaction time is the mean of time that how long ed- Figure 12 Figure 12 .a shows the accuracy of classification by separately applying 11 features and the combination of these features, based on Random Forest (using 5 trees), to classify 100 articles into six classes. Figure 12 .b is the accuracy of classification by applying six classification algorithms respectively to classify articles into two classes, among which "FA" articles are treated as one class and the remaining articles are treated as another class. The detail parameterizations of classifiers in Figure 12 . classification are good. The recall per class in Table 6 is not inferior to that in [23] .
Due to many other researchers [5, 33, 34] , applying various classification algorithms, classified articles into two classes, we also utilized the combination of 11 features presented in Figure 12 .b, based on six types of classification algorithms, to classify articles into two classes, respectively. From Figure 12 .b, we can see that the classification accuracy of Ensemble Learning (ensembles for Boosting, Bagging and Random Subspace) is the highest, which is nearly 100%. The classification accuracy of SVM (Support Vector Machine) is the lowest with accuracy of 78%. It was noteworthy that the high classification accuracy can be expected for the reason that "FA" articles can be apparently distinguished from other articles by these features, which can be clearly seen in Figure 11 . Hence the accuracy of classification in our work is very high and exceeds, to the best of our knowledge, the accuracy of classification in all related work performed by other researchers.
itors interact with each other one times. This feature reflects the frequency of interactions among editors. The last feature is the average size of revision histories of an article which is the mean of all revision histories' size. As can be seen from Figure 12 .a, all the features do have something to do with the quality of an article. The accuracy of classification by combining all 11 features is as high as 62%. Without learning about anything about the content of an article, we can just utilize these features to identify the class of an article with an accuracy of 62%. Therefore, 62% is a relatively high accuracy in fact.
Furthermore, we also calculated recall per class according to the results of classification mentioned above. Table 7 The results of the quantity of nodes and quantity of edges in Table 2 divided by the quantity of articles in 
Discussion and Conclusion
Researching collaboration among editors in online collaboration systems is a significant challenge. In this paper, we have utilized collaborative subgraphs to deeply The standard deviation for Figure 11 . anatomize the influences of collaboration patterns on the collaborative outcome. Some corresponding classification tasks are performed to testify the influence on the collaborative outcome. There, in fact, exist some explanations for the correlations between collaboration characteristics among editors and the collaborative outcome. Compared with a less excellent article, articles of high quality, generally speaking, will be edited by more editors and many of them may edit these articles repeatedly. That is to say, usually an article of high quality will be produced by the closer collaboration among more editors. The collaboration networks of excellent articles are accordingly larger and more complex. From Table 7 , it can be verified that collaboration networks of high quality articles are, on average, larger than networks of less excellent articles. From Table 8 , we can roughly see that collaboration networks of high quality articles are, on average, more complex than collaboration networks of less excellent articles. Naturally, the quantity of collaboration subgraphs mined from the former collaboration networks is more than that of collaboration subgraphs mined from the latter collaboration networks and collaboration subgraphs mined from the former are more complex than those mined from the latter as well. Figure 13 can intuitively demonstrate the explanations stated above.
In future work, we will further explore the view proposed in this paper and the features of collaboration subgraphs. We will apply this view to other online collaboration systems to further verify this view. Furthermore, because the process of producing contents Figure 13 A simple example of two collaboration networks, among which the left belongs to a less excellent article and the right belongs to an article of high quality. Edge labels are ignored to simplify the visualization Table 8 , we can roughly see that collaboration networks of high quality articles are, on average, more complex than collaboration networks of less excellent articles. Naturally, the quantity of collaboration subgraphs mined from the former collaboration networks is more than that of collaboration subgraphs mined from the latter collaboration networks and collaboration subgraphs mined from the former are more complex than those mined from the latter as well. Figure 13 can intuitively demonstrate the explanations stated above.
Figure 13
A simple example of two collaboration networks, among which the left belongs to a less excellent article and the right belongs to an article of high quality. Edge labels are ignored to simplify the visualization by collaboration among editors is dynamic, the quality of contents created collaboratively in these systems may gain improvement materially assuming authors can learn about the status of current collaboration and adopt corresponding suggestions for future collaboration. These suggestions may be provided based on our future work. Therefore, in the future, we will try to research how to concretely guide editors according to collaboration patterns discovered in this paper to collaboratively create contents of high quality.
Appendices Table 10 The standard deviation for Figure 11 .c Table 11 The standard deviation for Figure 11 .d Table 12 The parameterizations of classifiers in MATLAB for Figure 
